WHAT TO PACK

Deciding what to pack on your visit to India can be a daunting exercise. In order for your experience to be as enjoyable as possible, we have put together a small list of essentials to assist you with what to pack on your visit to see us at SUJÁN. Below are some tips on what we would recommend you should bring:

What Clothing Should I Pack on Safari?
The below following items of clothes are a good guideline for your time on safari with us at SUJÁN.

For your safari packing it is advised that you stick to a tonal, neutral colour palette (khaki, beige, light brown) and avoid dark colours as they absorb heat, and bright colours as they can attract bugs.

- A pair of long trousers, khakis, for safari
- A long sleeve cotton shirt, cotton t-shirts or vests
- Comfortable trousers for around camp
- Comfortable walking shoes/track shoes/hiking boots for walks
- Flat, closed toe shoes for around camp
- Wide Brim Hat/ Panama, Safari Hat
- Swimming costume/ bathing suit
- Windbreaker/Light Jacket
- Lightweight shorts and t-shirts for the day time
- Safari dresses, shorts for the ladies for around the camp (Depending on weather)
- A light fleece or long sleeve shirt
- Sunglasses, lip balm, mosquito repellent (mosquito repellent is provided for all our guests, but you are welcome to bring along your favourite brand).
- Camera, memory cards, chargers

Please note that in the event of rain during a game drive, waterproof ponchos will be provided for guests’ comfort.

All of our camps are located in remote areas and therefore guests should remember to bring an extra pair of correction glasses, contact lens solution and an extra set of contact lenses (if required) as well as a sufficient supply of any prescription medication.

The early mornings and evenings can be cold during the winter (November- February) so we recommend packing accordingly:

- A warm jacket or winter coat
- Warm beanie, winter hat and scarf
- Gloves
- Long sleeve shirt with thermal under garments.
- Warm Jumper
Back at camp, some guests prefer freshening up before meals and others come through directly from the drive. Whatever you feel comfortable wearing for meals and lounging around the lodge and pool area is up to you of course. As a guide line in the evenings people to tend to smarten up a bit but this is my no means a rule!

**What Photographic Equipment do I pack?**
Photography is a passion at SUJÁN and we do our utmost to ensure that our guests capture exceptional images whilst on safari with us.

We suggest bringing your own camera, lens if you are a keen photographer. We also have some standard Nikon digital camera’s to borrow at camp.

If you would like to hire a professional camera or lens for your safari please let us know in advance and we would be happy to arrange for you.

If you are bringing any electronic equipment or camera gear, don’t forget batteries and a battery charger!

The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (also known as drones) is strictly prohibited at SUJÁN.

We provide our guests with binoculars but you are more than welcome to bring your own.

**Do I Need Sunscreen?**
Spending lots of time outside under the Indian skies we do advise that you bring a high SPF factor sunscreen. Our rangers will have sunscreen with them but they might not always have your preferred label so we suggest bringing your own. .

**What about guide books?**
Each camp has a variety of bird, mammal and reptile books if you would like to read up further on the animals you see whilst on safari. There are also many books at camp for you to enjoy. There is also a SUJÁN field guide in each of your suites.

**What is the weather like on safari?**
The weather is a variable which nobody can control, however the seasons do tend to follow a fairly reliable pattern. The first thing to remember is that regardless of the seasons, layers of different items of clothing are the real trick to being comfortable on safari.

January can be one of the coldest times in Rajasthan as we are deep into winter- however the days are mild and warm with the early mornings and nights becoming cold.

You will hopefully have bright blue skies and sunny days and cool evenings but we can never be sure!

There is the occasional gust of wind during winter and so items such as eyedrops are worthwhile to combat fine particles of dust in the eyes. We do provide dust glasses in the jeeps.

Please contact us on reservations@sujanluxury.com for more details, or call on +91 11 4617 2700

SHARE OUR WORLD
Subscribe to sujanluxury.com/blog for the latest news from all our properties.
Dispersal of information is critical in spreading the conservation initiative.
Join us in our commitment to conserve.